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Today, True Mother leads a worldwide movement dedicated to God's ideal of love. But for years, many 
of us saw her as the enigmatic woman standing quietly beside True Father. Now, you can take an intimate 
look into her life and heart through True Mother, Hak Ja Han Moon: An Anthology. 
 
This carefully-crafted volume set weaves the story of True Mother's life's work for Unificationists to 
study and understand. Many of True Mother's addresses reflect the single-minded message she and True 
Father championed throughout their lives -- their hope to see a world of peace and love in which each 
person understands and honors their God-given value. 
 
Today, we only know a small part of True Mother's life course. Get to know True Mother more intimately 
and learn more about the lives of our True Parents through this anthology. 
 
Read the reflections below about how individuals grew closer to True Parents through reading these 
books. 
 

 
 

"Thank you, True Mother. We deeply appreciate these books. We feel so much closer to True 
Mother as the Only Begotten Daughter. We can recognize Mother's great confidence that God is 
working through her. Through these books we learned so much. We learned that True Mother 
knew her mission from very early in life and she never changed no matter what circumstances 
arose. She was pregnant more than 18 times and gave birth to 14 children and yet, together with 
True Father, gave the Blessing to more and more people. Our sisters cried to think of the 
suffering which Mother endured, including the ascension of her children, and yet she never 
complained or ran away from her responsibility. What a blessing for mankind to have True 
Parents on earth. What a blessing this anthology is to us all so we can learn and grow and make 



 

 

new determination to fulfill our own responsibility." –Rev. Kevin Thompson, District 11 Pastor 
 

 
 

"Through reading True Mother's anthology set, many things became clear to me and I developed 
a deeper understanding of them. Many things such as understanding the position and value of 
True Mother through True Father's word, testimonies and letters; the providence of the three 
generations of women which laid the foundation to welcome True Mother, especially Dae Mo 
Nim's faith; the providence of the Age of Women centered on WFWP from the 1990s to 2000 
through True Father's and True Mother's speeches, particularly the World Tours; True Mother's 
victorious path of advancing through the stages of positions of daughter, sister, bride, wife and 
mother; and the unity of True Mother with True Father through her words during Hoon Dok Hae 
meetings throughout the World Tours as well as the love and heart of a mother upon humanity, 
especially Blessed Central Families. 
 
True Mother is constantly following the commitment she made when she was 17-years-old, just 
before the Holy Wedding with True Father. I can feel and see in my mind how she is living her 
life with her whole heart dedicated to fulfilling the dreams of Heavenly Parent and True Father. 
 
This anthology set is filled with True Mother's heart and is the testament of True Mother's 
Jeonseong and Hyojeong with which she has attended Heavenly Parent and True Father for more 
than 50 years. These words are not from the male nature of Heavenly Parent, but instead, through 
these words, we can feel the unconditional heart and love pouring out from the Female God. 
 
Through the works of the Holy Spirit and by feeling True Mother's heart and love, I was led to 
repentance and my heart, spirit and intellect went through the process of rebirth. It made me 
understand the words clearly and the heart that I had understood only vaguely before I read this 
anthology. At the same time, directly in my daily life, I began to feel the heart and love of 
Heavenly Parent who is pouring true love upon me always and everywhere. 
 
This anthology is made up of books which we need to study absolutely and as a top priority to 
bring victory for Vision 2020. It is filled with content which needs to be practiced. These books 
are the revelations from Heavenly Parent in the Era of Cheon Il Guk. It is filled with guidance for 
our life. It clearly tells us what we should focus on, what kind of heart we should have, and what 
we need to accomplish." –Rev. Hiroshi Inose, Director of HSA-UWC Kodan 

 

 


